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Scaling New Heights – June 16-19, 2024
The annual Scaling New Heights technology conference for accounting professionals
and �nancial advisors will be held June 16-19, 2024 at the Orlando Marriott World
Center in Orlando, Florida.
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The annual Scaling New Heights technology conference for accounting professionals
and �nancial advisors will be held June 16-19, 2024 at the Orlando Marriott World
Center in Orlando, Florida.

The Scaling New Heights conference is a leading accounting technology event and
one of the largest gatherings of accountants and bookkeepers in the country. For four
days each year, Scaling New Heights transforms the way businesses operate by
equipping business advisors to provide their clients with business coaching,
technology consulting, �nancial insights…and much more.
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This year’s featured speaker, Michio Kaku, is most known as an esteemed theoretical
physicist with published works like Physics of the Impossible and television
appearances in shows like The History Channel’s “The Universe.” While he
continues to contribute to signi�cant advancements in science, many of Kaku’s most
recent works focus on the impact of emerging technologies like AI, quantum
computing, and robotics on business, and culture. His most recently published work
is entitled Quantum Supremacy: How the Quantum Computer Revolution Will Change
Everything and represents the thought leadership role Kaku is taking to prepare the
world for the coming technological landscape.   
 
The technological shifts Kaku will address at Scaling New Heights are, in part,
driving a future for accountants and bookkeepers that is uncertain…that requires us
to “Boldy Go.” Who better to prepare us for this future than one of the engineers of
this future…Michio Kaku! 

More information and registration is at: https://www.woodard.com/scaling-new-
heights-2024
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